
KTSW COMMUNITY ISSUES 10/01/2018 – 12/31/2018 (Placed in file 1/28/2019)

There follows a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by KTSW-FM 89.9, San Marcos, 
Texas, along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of 
October 1, 2018 and December 31, 2018.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which 
they appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Public Service Campaigns 10/01-12/31 Varies 45.5 hours

KTSW-FM 89.9 airs multiple public service announcements covering many topics at various times 
throughout the day, totaling approximately 3.9 hours per week, 50.6 hours for this quarter.  

Categories & topics include:

Texas State Student Services: Learning Assistance, Honors College, Academic Advising, Financial Aid, 
Campus Safety, Campus Food Bank
Health & Wellness: Student Health Center, Blood Drive, STD Prevention, Stress Management, Good 
Eating Habits, How to Not Get Sick
Safety: Cold Weather Pet Safety Awareness, Campus Safety, Texting and Driving, Halloween Safety
Community: Hays County Food Bank, Habitat for Humanity, Voter Encouragement, Thanksgiving Food 
Donation, Pet Adoption, Iconic Village Fire Donations, Boys & Girls Club
Environmental: River Pollution/Confetti, Energy Conservation

Philosophy Talk October 1 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic - The Psychology of Cruelty
 
 Throughout history, people have committed all kinds of cruel, degrading, and evil acts toward other 
people. Many believe that for evil acts like genocide to be even possible, the victims must first be 
dehumanized by the perpetrators, starting with dehumanizing language or propaganda. But is this lack 
of empathy always at the heart of human cruelty? When we call others “vermin,” “roaches,” or 
“animals” are we thereby denying their humanity? Or can human cruelty and violence sometimes rely 
on actually recognizing the other’s humanity? Josh and guest host Alison Gopnik welcome back Paul 
Bloom from Yale University, author of Against Empathy: The Case for Rational Compassion.

Big Picture Science October 3 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic: DNA: Nature's Hard Drive

The biotech tool CRISPR lets us do more than shuffle genes.  Researchers have embedded an animated 
GIF into a living organism’s DNA, proving that the molecule is a great repository for information.  This 
has encouraged speculation that DNA could be used by aliens to send messages. 
Meanwhile, nature has seized on this powerful storage system in surprising ways.  Scientists have 
learned that the 98% of our genome – once dismissed as “junk” – contains valuable genetic treasure. 
Find out what project ENCODE is learning about the “dark genome.”
 
Alternative Radio October 4 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes



Guest/Topic: Jeremy Scahill - Journalism: Truth or Propaganda
 
"An informed democracy will behave in a responsible fashion," said Jefferson. And what happens to 
democracy when one of the major pillars of information, journalism is under attack from the highest 
office in the land? We live in an era where the president openly singles out journalists by name and 
denounces them. And when he’s at a rally he incites his followers to hiss and boo the press. “Fake 
news,” he tweets. The media are “a stain on America.” Apparently, any journalist that does not express 
admiration and adoration for the president is not doing his or her job. Only Fox can be trusted. 
Journalism, at least in theory, has one essential job: to dig out and communicate the facts about what 
powerful individuals and institutions are doing. And to hold them accountable. No one is above criticism.

Big Picture Science October 10 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes                         
Topic: Skeptic Check: Heal Thyself

Do we still need doctors?  There are umpteen alternative sources of medical advice, including endless 
and heartfelt health tips from people without medical degrees. Frankly, self-diagnosis with a health app 
is easier and cheaper than a trip to a clinic.   Since we’re urged to be our own health advocate and seek 
second opinions, why not ask Alexa or consult with a celebrity about what ails us?

Alternative Radio October 11 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes         
Guest/Topic: Michael Parenti - Democracy 

Discussions about democracy probably start in Athens about 2500 years ago. A truism is society is 
democratic to the extent that its citizens play a meaningful role in managing public affairs. Democracy is 
located within the capitalist economic system infamous for producing colossal inequality. There's no 
level playing field as great income and wealth translate into political power for the haves at the expense 
of the have nots. We have procedural democracy: elections, broadcast debates, primaries, etc. Citizens 
are largely marginalized, overwhelmed by big money and powerful lobbies. Look at the widespread 
demand to ban assault weapons of war or for universal single payer health care or protecting the 
environment or affordable housing. People want those things but elites have a simple message. Vote. 
Then go home and leave everything to us. Actual democracy is hollowed out. A Davos-type class rules.

Counterspin October 5 7:00 a.m. 30 minutes                      
Guests/Topic: Dean Baker on Bank Bailout, Nathan Schneider on the Next Economy

Hundreds of thousands of people lost homes or jobs or savings in the financial meltdown of 2008, but 
those casualties were not a big part of media’s “10 years later” stories. Those foreground the personal 
reminiscences of policymakers like former Federal Reserve chair Ben Bernanke, who suggest that they 
did what had to be done, but maybe didn’t sell it properly to the public. We’ll discuss how things 
could’ve gone differently with Dean Baker, senior economist at the Center for Economic and Policy 
Research. His column “The Bank Bailout of 2008 Was Unnecessary” appeared recently in the Los 
Angeles Times.

Conversations on Healthcare October 5 7:30 a.m. 30 minutes                       
Guest/Topic: America's Addiction Crisis: Treatment Research Institute Founder Dr. Tom McLellan on 
Science-Based Approach to Drug Treatment and Policy
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This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter speak with renowned addiction expert Dr. Tom 
McLellan, Founder and CEO of the Treatment Research Institute, committed to promoting evidence-
based approaches to drug treatment and drug policy. He discusses addiction as a chronic disorder, the 
effectiveness of Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT) for opioid and alcohol addiction, and the need to 
improve addiction medicine training for clinicians and health care providers.                      

Philosophy Talk October 15 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes                      
Topic: Fear
 
Fear is an emotion, but it is one with a long history in both political theory and politics in the real world. 
In many versions of social contract theory, it is a fear of the state of nature that leads to government in 
the first place. From McCarthy to post-9/11 politics, fear has played a leading role in American public 
discourse. Ken and John examine fear as theme in politics and political philosophy with Corey Robin 
from the City University of New York, author of Fear: The History of a Political Idea.
 
Big Picture Science October 17 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic: Wonder Women

We’re hearing about harassment of, and barriers to, women seeking careers in politics and 
entertainment. But what about science? Science is supposed to be uniquely merit-based and objective. 
And yet the data say otherwise. A new study reveals widespread harassment of women of color in space 
science. 
 
Alternative Radio October 18 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Guest/Topic: Chris Hedges - Rise up and Resist
 
When is enough enough? In the face of evil what does it take for people to move from passivity to active 
resistance? Throughout history there have been instances of people defying tyranny. Fighting back no 
matter what the odds. An example comes from Nazi Germany, often considered the benchmark of evil. 
Opposition to the regime was highly dangerous. Seventy five years ago, Hans and Sophie Scholl, brother 
and sister, and others at the University of Munich said, Genug. Enough. They formed the White Rose 
movement and called on Germans to recognize their moral duty and overthrow the government. They 
disseminated critical information through flyers and graffiti. One such graffiti said, “Whatever comes out 
of Hitler's mouth is a lie." In 1943, Hans and Sophie Scholl were arrested and beheaded. Their resistance 
and courage are honored today. They took risks. Can we? 

Counterspin October 12 7:00 a.m. 30 minutes
Guests/Topics: Hannah Hetzer on New World Drugs, John Conroy and Jamie Calven on Chicago Police 
Violence
  
This week on CounterSpin: Listeners may know that Donald Trump’s big speech at the United Nations 
General Assembly was met with laughter. But another funny-not-funny event that took place was largely 
overlooked. At a sort of glorified photo op, Trump announced a new plan for the “world drug problem” 
that reflects a return to inhumane and disproven approaches. We’ll hear from Drug Policy Alliance’s 
senior international policy manager, Hannah Hetzer,  about what’s going on.



Conversations on Healthcare October 12 7:00 a.m. 30 minutes                
Guest/Topic: The Political Challenges in American Health Reform: Former CMS Administrator Don 
Berwick on the Need for Clinician Activism

 
This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter speak with Dr. Don Berwick, President Emeritus of 
the Institute for Healthcare Improvement and former CMS Administrator who oversaw the launch of the 
Affordable Care Act. He talks about inherent political challenges in American health care, the need for 
providers to get active politically, and the promise of real innovations in the health system coming from 
outside the industry.                  

Philosophy Talk October 22 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic: Overcoming the Terror of Death
 
To many death is terrifying. But why? As David Hume pointed out, all the years we didn't exist before we 
were born seemed painless enough. Why worry about future non-existence? Is the real worry that we 
will continue to exist? Ken and John confront mortality with psychiatrist and novelist Irv Yalom, author 
of Staring at the Sun: Overcoming the Terror of Death.

Alternative Radio October 25 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Guest/Topic: Chris Hedges - Root Causes of a Failed System

 America, says Chris Hedges, is convulsed by an array of pathologies that have arisen out of profound 
hopelessness, a bitter despair and a civil society that has ceased to function. As our society unravels, we 
also face global upheaval caused by catastrophic climate change. Trump rode this disenchantment to 
power. Hedges argues that neither political party, now captured by corporate power, addresses the 
systemic problem. He sounds a urgent warning to jolt us out of our passivity and complacency. With the 
dangers facing the country and the planet this is no time to be sitting on the fence. 

Counterspin October 19 7:00 a.m. 30 minutes
Guests/Topics: Marjorie Cohn on Brett Kavanaugh, Neil DeMause on Amazon
 
This week on CounterSpin: As we record October 4, it looks like Brett Kavanaugh will be confirmed for 
the Supreme Court—despite, well, despite so very many things. Why are Republicans so set on pushing 
through a candidate opposed by a coalition of Christian churches, as well as thousands of law 
professors, as well as anyone concerned with sexual assault? And beyond his “temperament,” what 
ought we know about Kavanaugh’s record as a judge? We’ll talk about that with Marjorie Cohn, 
professor emerita at Thomas Jefferson School of Law, former president of the National Lawyers Guild.

Conversations on Healthcare October 19 7:30 a.m. 30 minutes          
Guest/Topic: Climate Report's Dire Warnings: World Health Organization's Dr. Maria Neira on Impact 
of Pollution and Climate Change on Health

This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter revisit their conversation with Dr. Maria Neira, 
Director of Public Health and the Environment at the World Health Organization who addresses the 
rising threat to human health from climate change and pollution - now the 4th leading cause of death 
worldwide. She discusses global strategies that are required to reduce the harm being done to 
populations around the world, especially those most vulnerable, in the wake of advancing climate 
change and unmitigated pollution.



Grab-Bag Show Program October 20 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic: DEBATE: Will Retail Alliances Fix the U.S. Health Care System?
 What will save U.S. health care? Some argue that the bargaining power and data competencies of 
retailers entering into the healthcare business will squeeze middlemen out of an inefficient supply chain 
and bring more transparency to health care pricing. But others argue that the promise of these novel 
efforts is overstated, particularly because U.S. health care is so complex and deeply rooted. Will 
consumer-focused models and employer-led initiatives lead to better and less expensive outcomes?

Philosophy Talk October 29 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes                      
Topic: Monstrous Technologies?

 Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein raises powerful questions about the responsibilities of scientists to 
consider the impact of their inventions on the world. Are these questions as relevant now as they were 
200 years ago? What insights, if any, should today’s technologists and disrupters glean from Shelley's 
story? What does it mean to take responsibility for one’s scientific or technological innovations? And 
what role should university educators play in ensuring that no new monsters are unleashed onto the 
world? The Philosophers have a monstrously fun conversation with Persis Drell, Provost and former 
Dean of Engineering from Stanford University.

Big Picture Science October 31 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes                      
Topic: DNA is not Destiny

Heredity was once thought to be straightforward.  Genes were passed in an immutable path from 
parents to you, and you were stuck – or blessed – with what you got.  DNA didn’t change. 
But now we know that’s not true.   Epigenetic factors, such as your environment and your lifestyle, 
control how your genes are expressed.  Meanwhile, the powerful tool CRISPR allows us to tinker with 
the genes themselves.  DNA is no longer destiny.
 

Alternative Radio November 1 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes  
Guest/Topic: Chris Hedges - Root Causes of a Failed System

 America, says Chris Hedges, is convulsed by an array of pathologies that have arisen out of profound 
hopelessness, a bitter despair and a civil society that has ceased to function. As our society unravels, we 
also face global upheaval caused by catastrophic climate change. Trump rode this disenchantment to 
power. Hedges argues that neither political party, now captured by corporate power, addresses the 
systemic problem. He sounds a urgent warning to jolt us out of our passivity and complacency. With the 
dangers facing the country and the planet this is no time to be sitting on the fence. 

Counterspin October 26 7:00 a.m. 30 minutes’
Guests/Topics: Teresa Basilio on Puerto Rico Communication Failure, Amrah Salomon on Indigenous 
Peoples Day
 
This week on CounterSpin: Adding to the ravages brought to Puerto Rico by hurricanes Irma and Maria 
was the failure of the island’s communications systems; with virtually all cell sites down, many people 
were unable to call for help or to check on others. A year later, the system is not fully restored. What’s 
more, the US government shows little interest in finding out what went wrong, or how to prevent it 



happening again. (Reporter Kieran McCarthy at The Register notesthat the FCC only seems to show 
interest in Puerto Rico when agency chair Ajit “Pai’s team feel the chairman himself will be personally 
impacted by criticism”—as when they hurriedly announced a public comment period days after learning 
that the GAO was releasing a critical report.) For media activists, the storm and the official response only 
underscored the need for the creation of communications systems grounded in community. We’ll talk to 
someone working on just that, Teresa Basilio, director of Resilient Just Technologies.

Conversations on Healthcare October 26 7:30 a.m. 30 minutes      
Guest/Topic: Climate Report's Dire Warnings: World Health Organization's Dr. Maria Neira on Impact 
of Pollution and Climate Change on Health

This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter revisit their conversation with Dr. Maria Neira, 
Director of Public Health and the Environment at the World Health Organization who addresses the 
rising threat to human health from climate change and pollution - now the 4th leading cause of death 
worldwide. She discusses global strategies that are required to reduce the harm being done to 
populations around the world, especially those most vulnerable, in the wake of advancing climate 
change and unmitigated pollution.                                  

Philosophy Talk November 5 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes              
Topic: Military: What Is It Good For? 

Is the military draft a natural expression of democratic values, or a challenge to our most basic concepts 
of individual rights and liberties?  Are the values that make for an effective military consistent with the 
values that make for a free and democratic republic? If the government must have the power to defend 
the nation, does it follow that it must have the power to control events around the entire world?  John 
and Ken enlist themselves in a discussion of the military and its role in public life with Pulitzer Prize 
winning historian David Kennedy, author of Freedom From Fear: The American People in Depression and 
War, 1929-1945.

Big Picture Science November 7 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes               
Topic: Air Apparent

(Repeat) Whether you yawn, gasp, sniff, snore, or sigh, you’re availing yourself of our very special 
atmosphere.   It’s easy to take this invisible chemical cocktail for granted, but it’s not only essential to 
your existence: it unites you and every other lifeform on the planet, dead or alive.  The next breath you 
take likely includes molecules exhaled by Julius Caesar or Eleanor Roosevelt.

 Alternative Radio November 8 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes  
Guest/Topic: Chris Hedges - Moral Imperatives

What are individuals to do when faced with a moral imperative? And society at large? Philosophers since 
ancient times have been wrestling with this question as it involves issues of ethics and conscience. 
When we see an injustice do we remain passive and silent or do we intervene to try and stop it. Is it our 
problem or someone else’s? Powerful states and institutions like to cloak themselves in morality and 
virtue. Citizens are propagandized to let the big boys, since they know what’s best, handle everything. 
Do we act on our principles? What are our responsibilities? Racial segregation was an obvious 
immorality. Why did it take so long for it to be eliminated? Same with voting rights. Today the old 
poisonous wines are being repackaged in new bottles. Once again we are faced with moral imperatives.
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 Counterspin November 2 7:00 a.m. 30 minutes   
Guests/Topics: Tina Vasquez on Child Separation, Mara Verheyden-Hilliard on Protest Suppression

 This week on CounterSpin: The horror stories are real—about migrant children pulled from their 
parents at the US/Mexico border, sometimes locked in cages, sometimes given up for adoption while 
ostensibly waiting to be reunited with families the government had no plan for reuniting them with. But 
when corporate media tell the story through the White House’s cruel prism—even if they criticize it—
they’re obscuring ideas and actors that are moving things in a more humane direction. We’ll talk about 
why it matters who you talk to with Tina Vasquez, senior immigration reporter at Rewire.News.

Conversations on Healthcare November 2 7:30 a.m. 30 minutes               
Guest/Topic: She Has Her Mother's Laugh - New York Times Science Writer Carl Zimmer on Heredity 
and the Genomics Revolution

This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter speak with award-winning New York Times science 
writer and columnist Carl Zimmer on his critically acclaimed book, "She Has Her Mother's Laugh: The 
Powers, Perversions and Potentials of Heredity" on the dramatic scientific discovery underway fueled by 
genomics. He discusses the genome's role in understanding heredity and how personalized medicine will 
be advanced once the science and medical communities master their knowledge of how genomics 
impact health and disease.

Grab-Bag Show Program6 November 3 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes                            
Topic: Democracy After Facebook

 It’s Mark Zuckerberg’s world, and we are just scrolling through it: 2 billion of us now, a quarter of all 
humanity. We’re the unpaid production staff of the fourth most valuable company in Silicon Valley, 
which means: in the US. And the whole idea, born in a Harvard dormitory, isn’t 15 years old yet.

Philosophy Talk November 12 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes                            
Topic: Ethics of Drone Warfare-11/12
 
The Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, aka ‘drone,’ is increasingly the weapon of choice in America's military 
operations. Many laud its ability to maintain our global power while reducing human and financial costs. 
By the same token, however, this safe and secretive weapon may in turn cause civilians to disengage 
ever more from the politics of war. What are the responsibilities of civilians in the face of this 
'Revolution in Military Affairs'? And how have drones transformed the face of battles for soldiers 
themselves? John and Ken ask about war in the age of intelligent machines with Bradley Strawser from 
the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, editor of Killing By Remote Control: The Ethics of an 
Unmanned Military.

Alternative Radio November 15 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic: Citizen Action: It's Easier than We Think

Overcoming adversity alone is a tough road to hoe but when you act with others it’s not as difficult. 
There is nothing like solidarity. There’s unity and strength in numbers. Most movements have very 
modest beginnings. Take women’s rights. Elizabeth Cady Stanton and a handful of other woman met in 
Seneca Falls in Upstate New York in 1848 to launch the women’s rights movement. The odds were 
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against them. The naysayers were out in force with their patronizing comments such as: Why bother? 
Don’t get involved. Get back to the kitchen. Yet those women and the many who followed them were 
able to achieve much. Struggles continue. Today the #MeToo movement is challenging patriarchy by 
calling out men for sexual abuse and harassment and insisting on equal pay for equal work. Citizen 
action is easier then we think. Struggles continue. Today the #MeToo movement is challenging 
patriarchy by calling out men for sexual abuse and harassment and insisting on equal pay for equal 
work. Citizen action is easier then we think.
 
Counterspin November 9 7:00 a.m. 30 minutes
Guest/Topic: Nancy Altman on Social Security Myths
 
This week on CounterSpin: Senate Republican leader Mitch McConnell tipped a poorly hidden hand by 
saying that were it—you know—up to him, Congress, after the election, could be looking to “address” 
Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid, which he called the “real drivers of the debt.” Media were quick 
to report Democrats’ outcry, but that reporting didn’t include any questioning of media’s own role in 
laying the groundwork for claims that Social Security is a “controversial” or “troubled” program in need 
of “addressing.” We’ll go over myths about Social Security, once more with feeling, with Nancy Altman, 
president of Social Security Works, board chair at the Pension Rights Center, and author of, among other 
titles, The Battle for Social Security: From FDR’s Vision to Bush’s Gamble.

Conversations on Healthcare November 9 7:30 a.m. 30 minutes  
Guest/Topic: Targeted Therapies and Big Cost Savings: Personalized Medicine Coalition President 
Edward Abrahams on Precision Medicine's Potential

This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter speak with Edward Abrahams, President of the 
Personalized Medicine Coalition which supports the emerging science of precision medicine and the 
huge potential it holds for cost savings with pharmacogenomics, targeted therapies, and improved 
outcomes for patients and health systems. They discuss the Coalition's upcoming summit at Harvard 
which will bring together policy makers, leading scientists, advocates and provider organizations to 
devise strategies for advancing precision medicine.         

Philosophy Talk November 19 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic: War, Sacrifice, and the Media
 
The media often present a sanitized and one sided narrative of war, torture and other forms of violence 
that blots out the faces and silences the voices of many of the main victims: the refugees, the victims of 
unjust imprisonment and torture, and the immigrants virtually enslaved by their starvation and legal 
disenfranchisement.  John and Ken probe the limits of the media representations of war and other 
forms of violence with renowned UC Berkeley professor Judith Butler, author of Frames of War: When Is 
Life Grievable?
 
Big Picture Science November 21 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic: Rerouting...Rerouting
 
Lost your sense of direction?  Blame your GPS. Scientists say that our reliance on dashboard devices is 
eroding our ability to create cognitive maps and is messing with our minds in general. We don’t even 
look at landmarks or the landscape anymore.  We’ve become no more than interfaces between our GPS 
and our steering wheels.
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But in other ways, GPS can spark a new appreciation of the physical world. A real-time flyover app 
reveals the stunning geological features otherwise invisible from our window seat. 
Alternative Radio November 22 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic: Citizen Action: It's Easier than We Think

Overcoming adversity alone is a tough road to hoe but when you act with others it’s not as difficult. 
There is nothing like solidarity. There’s unity and strength in numbers. Most movements have very 
modest beginnings. Take women’s rights. Elizabeth Cady Stanton and a handful of other woman met in 
Seneca Falls in Upstate New York in 1848 to launch the women’s rights movement. The odds were 
against them. The naysayers were out in force with their patronizing comments such as: Why bother? 
Don’t get involved. Get back to the kitchen. Yet those women and the many who followed them were 
able to achieve much. Struggles continue. Today the #MeToo movement is challenging patriarchy by 
calling out men for sexual abuse and harassment and insisting on equal pay for equal work. Citizen 
action is easier then we think. Struggles continue. Today the #MeToo movement is challenging 
patriarchy by calling out men for sexual abuse and harassment and insisting on equal pay for equal 
work. Citizen action is easier then we think.

 Counterspin November 16 7:00 a.m. 30 minutes
Guest/Topic: Audrey Sasson on Antisemitism and Resistance
 
This week on CounterSpin: There’s a reason the man who murdered 11 Jewish people in a Pittsburgh 
synagogue also ranted online about some thousands of mostly women and children making their way 
from Honduras to the US/Mexico border to seek asylum. It’s the same reason torch-wielding marchers 
chanting “Jews will not replace us!” in Charlottesville in 2017 stopped to beat up a black man: White 
supremacists connect Jewish people and black people and immigrants (and LGBTQ people and uppity 
women) in a worldview, about an existential threat to them as white Christian Americans.

Conversations on Healthcare November 16 7:30 a.m. 30 minutes                      
Guest/Topic: Dr. Leana Wen, Day One: Charting Planned Parenthood's Course for Protecting Women's 
Health

 
This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter speak with Dr. Leana Wen, newly appointed 
President of the Planned Parenthood Federation of American. Dr. Wen talks about successful 
interventions she launched as Baltimore's Health Commissioner on opioids, maternal mortality and gun 
violence, planning to take her tough public health approach to addressing challenges to women's health 
and reproductive rights in America.                                   

Big Picture Science November 28 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic: Skeptic Check: Science Denial
 
Climate change isn’t happening.  Vaccines make you sick.  When it comes to threats to public or 
environmental health, a surprisingly large fraction of the population still denies the consensus of 
scientific evidence.  But it’s not the first time – many people long resisted the evidentiary link between 
HIV and AIDS and smoking with lung cancer.
 
 Alternative Radio November 29 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic: What Movements Do



The ruling class is organized and well-funded. What can be done to confront and defeat concentrations 
of power? As a veteran activist once said, “Organized people can beat organized money.” There is  a rich 
history of ordinary people getting together and doing extraordinary things. Take the disability rights 
movement. Who gave that a chance? Oh, we can’t build ramps and put in elevators. It’ll cost too much. 
Or another example is the civil rights movement. African Americans achieved voting rights after 
overcoming fierce resistance from entrenched white segregationists. There are contemporary 
movements such as Black Lives Matter which protest against police killings of African-Americans. 
Teachers in Arizona, Oklahoma and West Virginia organized, went on strike and demanded better pay. 
And they got it. Movements to be effective embody the immortal words of Muhammad Ali: “Float like a 
butterfly, Sting like a bee.”

Counterspin November 30 7:00 a.m. 30 minutes
Guests/Topics: Negin Owliaei on Ballot Initiatives, Liz OuYang on 2020 Census
 
This week on CounterSpin: There’s a lot to think about in terms of who “won” in the 2018 midterms, but 
there’s also a lot to think about in terms of how we locate electoral politics in our efforts to change the 
world. As Phyllis Bennis and Rev. William Barber wrote: “Elections are not how we change history. But 
they are a big part of how we — social movements, poor and disenfranchised and marginalized people, 
communities of color—engage with power.” So Tuesdays in November and what happens every other 
day of the year is our topic.

Conversations on Healthcare November 30 7:30 a.m. 30 minutes        
Guest/Topic: National Access to Primary Care and Minister of Loneliness: Dr. Charles Alessi on the 
UK's Approach to Population Health and Dementia Prevention

This week hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter speak with Dr. Charles Alessi, Senior Advisor for 
Dementia Prevention at Public Health England, the UK's equivalent of the CDC. Dr. Alessi talks about the 
prevention strategies being deployed across the UK to delay the onset of dementia, the lack of barriers 
to primary care services, and their recently announced Minister of Loneliness to confront this chronic 
health issue.                      

Philosophy Talk December 10 7:00 a.m. 30 minutes
Topic: The Science of Happiness
 
 Positive psychology is an emerging science that investigates the qualities, attitudes, and practices that 
enable people to thrive and be happy. So what does this research reveal about human happiness? Are 
some of us just born with happier dispositions than others? How (if at all) do health, wealth, family 
relations, and community ties affect our happiness? Do happy people have a better or worse grip on 
reality than unhappy people? And is happiness something really worth pursuing? John and Ken get 
happy (scientifically) with Emiliana Simon-Thomas, Science Director of the Greater Good Science Center 
at UC Berkeley.
 
Alternative Radio December 6 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Guest/Topic: Yanis Varoufakis – How Capitalism Works
 
The latest phase of Capitalism, neoliberalism, has left a train wreck in its wake. It’s produced a new 
Gilded Age. The gap between theoretical Capitalism and its actual workings is jaw dropping. The chasm 
is a far cry from the courses in economics taught in colleges and universities. We are told the system 



relies on the market. In fact, it depends heavily on government intervention. When the big capitalists 
are in trouble states are there to bail them out. Really existing Capitalism works for the few at the 
expense of the many. Look at the Trump tax cut. Epic levels of inequality are not just in the U.S. but are 
worldwide. An Oxfam report says, 82% of the wealth generated in 2017 went to the richest 1%, while 
3.7 billion people, the poorest half of the world, saw no increase in their wealth.
 
Counterspin December 7 7:00 a.m. 30 minutes
Guests/Topics: Ari Berman on the State of Voting 2018, Jackie Prange on Keystone XL Re-Review
 
This week on CounterSpin: Elections highlight corporate news media’s partisan prism—the insistence on 
reading things preeminently in terms of what they mean for the “fortunes” of one major party or the 
other, and calling a good story one that lets them trade claims. But as one of the key times people visibly 
engage with power, there’s hardly a time more important than elections for media to stop splitting the 
difference and frankly describe the impact of elections—not just the outcomes, but the processes—on 
people and their ability to have a say in their circumstances. We’ll talk about what the 2018 midterms 
told us about voting in this country with Ari Berman, a senior reporter at Mother Jones and author, 
most recently, of Give Us the Ballot: The Modern Struggle for Voting Rights in America, out now in 
paperback.
 
Conversations on Healthcare December 7 7:30 a.m. 30 minutes 
Guest/Topic: Researching Medical Marijuana and PTSD: Dr. Sue Sisley on the Quest to Expand 
Research on the Medicinal Potential of Cannabis
This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter speak with Dr. Sue Sisley, internist, psychiatrist and 
President of the Scottsdale Research Institute which is conducting the nation's only FDA-approved study 
on the efficacy of whole plant marijuana for treatment of PTSD. She discusses her ten-year quest to 
complete a randomized control trial on the use of cannabis as a potentially effective approach, and 
restrictions that pose a challenge to expansive scientific research.     

Philosophy Talk December 17 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic: The Creative Life
 
Parents and students alike often think that a college major defines possible career options. Yet what 
distinguishes today's work world from bygone times is that it's quite common for adults to have a 
variety of different careers in a single lifetime. So what can students do now to ensure happiness and 
fulfillment in all possible future careers? Are there some majors that cultivate greater creativity in our 
career choices? And what unique life skills can an education in the humanities offer those about to 
embark on adult life? Josh and Ken get creative with Scott Forstall, inventor of the iPhone and a Tony 
award-winning Broadway producer, in a program recorded live at Suyvesant High School in New York 
City.
 
Big Picture Science December 12 7:00 a.m. 30 minutes
Topic: Bacteria to the Future
 
Why did the chicken take antibiotics?  To fatten it up and prevent bacterial infection. As a result, 
industrial farms have become superbug factories, threatening our life-saving antibiotics.



Find out how our wonder drugs became bird feed, and how antibiotic resistant bugs bred on the farm 
end up on your dinner plate.  A journalist tells the story of the 1950s fad of “acronizing” poultry; the act 
of dipping it in an antibiotic bath so it can sit longer on a refrigerator shelf.
 Counterspin December 14 7:00 a.m. 30 minutes
Guest/Topic: Felicia Kornbluh on Welfare Reform
 
This week on CounterSpin: We recently marked 22 years since the passage of the Personal 
Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act, which Bill Clinton proudly declared would fulfill 
his campaign promise to “end welfare as we have come to know it.” Corporate media did little to 
undercut the idea that poor single mothers were bleeding the country dry, and making it harder for 
them and their children to access benefits was somehow healthy for them and the economy.
 
Conversations on Healthcare November 14 7:30 a.m. 30 minutes    
Guest/Topic: Microsoft's Voice and AI Evangelist Noelle LaCharite Talks About Transforming 
Healthcare With Applied AI Coding

This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter speak with Noelle LaCharite Principal Program 
Manager for Applied AI and Cognitive Services at Microsoft, and one of the original voice 'skills' 
developers for Amazon's Alexa. She talks about the promise of applied AI, machine learning and voice 
technology systems which enable coders, developers or anyone to create their own applications and 
voice skills to enhance and advance the health care experience.        

Big Picture Science November 19 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic: Creative Brains
 
Your cat is smart, but its ability to choreograph a ballet or write computer code isn’t great.  A lot of 
animals are industrious and clever, but humans are the only animal that is uniquely ingenious and 
creative. 
Neuroscientist David Eagleman and composer Anthony Brandt discuss how human creativity has 
reshaped the world. Find out what is going on in your brain when you write a novel, paint a watercolor, 
or build a whatchamacallit in your garage.
 
Alternative Radio December 20 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic: Rise Up and Resist
 
When is enough enough? In the face of evil what does it take for people to move from passivity to active 
resistance? Throughout history there have been instances of people defying tyranny. Fighting back no 
matter what the odds. An example comes from Nazi Germany, often considered the benchmark of evil. 
Opposition to the regime was highly dangerous. Seventy five years ago, Hans and Sophie Scholl, brother 
and sister, and others at the University of Munich said, Genug. Enough. They formed the White Rose 
movement and called on Germans to recognize their moral duty and overthrow the government. They 
disseminated critical information through flyers and graffiti. One such graffiti said, “Whatever comes out 
of Hitler's mouth is a lie." In 1943, Hans and Sophie Scholl were arrested and beheaded. Their resistance 
and courage are honored today. They took risks. Can we?  Interview by David Barsamian.

Conversations on Healthcare November 21 7:30 a.m. 30 minutes



Guest/Topic: National Cancer Institute Director Dr. Norman Sharpless on the Future of Genomics, 
Prevention, and Personalized Oncology
This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter speak with Dr. Norman Sharpless, Director of the 
National Cancer Institute at the National Institutes of Health. They discuss the accelerated pace of 
discovery in cancer research driven by genomics, big data analytics and personalized oncology. He also 
stresses the need to address fragmented pockets of research for more rapid deployment of treatment 
breakthroughs.                            

Grab-Bag Show Program November 22 7:00 a.m. 60 minutes
Topic: Tech Tyranny
You know you’re embedded in the Digital Age when you’re typing your anxieties into the Woebot app to 
get free, anonymous CBT (cognitive behavioral therapy). It’s Digital Age anxiety we’re all cringing at in 
the movie Eighth Grade, Bo Burnham’s heart-breaking comedy about a nervous, shy 13-year-old, beset 
by FOMO, clutching her iPhone under her pillow through the night. You’re waking up in the Digital Age 
when you realize that Lyft and Uber taxi rates don’t work half as well for the drivers as for the passenger 
class. You’re getting sick of the Digital Age when you don’t go to the dating apps; they come to you and 
lead the dance. You might be stuck in the Digital Age when you notice you haven’t been out of the 
house all week. 


